Instructions for counting
Preferential
Setting up
Use a clear space, such as a large table, for sorting and counting ballot papers. Open the
ballot box and empty it of all ballot papers. If the ballot box contains a mix of ballot papers
for different elections, they will need to be separated first as each will have its own
counting process.
Unfold and check that each ballot is ‘formal’ i.e. it can be counted. As a general rule a vote
is formal when:
■■

The voter has followed the instructions on the ballot paper and the intention of their
vote is clear

■■

There is no identifying mark on the ballot paper that means the vote is not secret.

Count the total number of ballot papers and the formal and informal (votes which cannot
be counted) votes. Record these on the Tally sheet – preferential. Put any informal votes
to one side, as they are no longer involved in the count.
Place a name card for each candidate on the table to assist with the count. Record the name
of each candidate on the Tally sheet.

Sorting and Counting

Unfolding

BILL

JANE

CHARLIE

MARY

Charlie

INFORMAL

Counting
First, sort all the formal ballot papers in candidate piles according to the voter’s first
preference (the number 1). Then, count the number of first preference votes for each
candidate and record these totals in the 1st count column of the Tally sheet.
To be elected using the preferential voting system, a candidate must receive more than half
of the votes (an absolute majority). If there are 100 votes, then to be elected a candidate
must receive 51 votes – more than 50% of the votes.

Step 5: Get Results
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The next step of the counting process is to take the candidate with the fewest votes out of
the count (exclude) and re-examine those votes. If two candidates have equal lowest votes,
exclude the candidate who had the lowest number of votes in the previous count.
The second choice (candidate with the number 2) is identified on each ballot and the vote is
transferred to the second choice candidate.
Once all votes for the excluded candidate are redistributed to remaining candidates, record
these additional votes in the transferred vote column of the Tally sheet. Now add these two
columns to arrive at the 2nd count total.
If there still isn’t an absolute majority for any candidate, repeat this exclusion process. The
candidate with the fewest votes at this point is excluded and the votes for this candidate are
redistributed to the voter’s next choice candidate. This can be indicated by a number 2 or the
number 3 depending on which candidates remain in the count.
This exclusion and re-distribution continues until a candidate has achieved the absolute
majority i.e. more than 50% of all votes cast.

In case of a tie
If you have a tied result, refer back to the candidates’ first preference votes. The candidate
who had the most first preference votes is elected. If the result is still tied (the final two
candidates both had an equal number of first preferences), determine the outcome in one of
the following ways:
■■

Run the election again

■■

Students can share the position being elected

■■

Place the names in a hat and draw at random

■■

Ask a suitable person to have a casting vote

Step 5: Get Results
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Instructions for counting
Preferential – an example

Four candidates, Bill, Jane, Charlie and Mary stand for election. After the election, the ballot
papers are counted and there are 60 formal votes. Therefore the absolute majority needed
to win the seat is 31 (more than 50%).

10

Bill

15

Jane

Jane gained
4 second
preference votes
from Bill’s ballot
papers.

18

17

Charlie

Mary

Charlie gained
4 second
preference votes
from Bill’s ballot
papers.

Mary gained
2 second
preference votes
from Bill’s ballot
papers.

15 +
4
19

18 +
4
22

17 +
2
19

Jane

Charlie

Mary

Charlie gained
7 second or third
preference votes
from Jane’s
ballot papers.

Mary gained 12
second or third
preference votes
from Jane’s
ballot papers.

22 +
7
29

19 +
12
31

Charlie

Mary

Step 5: Get Results

First count
Nobody has gained an absolute majority so the
person with the lowest number of votes is excluded
(Bill with 10 votes). Bill’s votes are then distributed
according to the 2nd preferences marked on those
ballot papers.

Second count
Still nobody has gained the absolute majority
so again the candidate with the lowest number
of votes is excluded.
There are two candidates with equal least votes –
Mary and Jane each with 19. In this situation the
candidate who had the lowest number of votes
in the first count is excluded (Jane) and those
votes are distributed.

Third count
Now that Mary has 31 votes, she has an absolute
majority and is elected.
You may notice that Mary was not the candidate
who had the ‘most’ votes in the first count.
This highlights the difference between preferential
counting and first-past-the-post.
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